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---------------------StatTrends enables you to create very powerful and interactive visualizations. By analyzing your data with the included export functions, you can create a wide range of charts and graphs. StatTrends is a compact application that will help you create graphs and present them in an interactive interface. The program includes the front end applicaion that allows you to preview the
output graph. The graphs are created with the data that is imported into an Excel file. The recorded macros can help you change the settings of the graph and import information from CSV files. The supported visualizations are: interactive bar and column charts, interactive scatter plots, interactive time series graphs and interactive bullet graphs. All charts and graphs can be animated over time.
Note: StatTrends has a limit of seven indicators. StatTrends Plus is a more advanced version of StatTrends with no indicator limit and many extra features. StatTrends (formerly Graph Maker) Main features: -------------------------------------------- - You can create a wide range of charts and graphs. - Create dynamic graphs: animate over time. - Import CSV data into Excel. - Create interactive
charts and graphs in Excel. - Export charts and graphs to a TIFF image file. StatTrends Plus (formerly Graph Maker Plus) Main features: -------------------------------------------------------------------- - StatTrends Plus supports up to 70 visualizations. - No limit of the number of graphs. - Import data from databases and spreadsheets. - Export data to databases and spreadsheets. - Export data to GIF
animation. - Export data to PDF document. - Export data to CSV and tab delimited files. - Export data to XML and XML-RPC. - Export data to Mac OS and Linux computers. - Additional additional visualizations: line charts, line graphs, radar charts. - Additional export functions: export to HTML, export to XML-RPC, export to W3C (XML), export to WMF (Windows Metafile), export to
XLS (MS Excel), export to XLSX, export to SPSS. - Edit settings of the graphs. - Create a user-defined color palette. - Customize the appearance of lines, areas and symbols in charts. - Customize the appearance of the graph to match the look and feel of your company. The settings that are available in StatTrends and StatTrends Plus are the following: Settings of the graphs: - Choose the color
for the background. - Color-coded the lines of the graph. - Color-
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Excel application (MS Excel 2007/2010/2013) that allows you to create charts and graphs from data in Excel files. You can use both the standard formatting options of Excel or have StatTrends create charts based on the general settings that you specify. StatTrends (formerly Graph Maker) Details: The chart / graph is automatically detected from the first row in the imported data. The chart /
graph is automatically detected from the first column in the imported data. The chart / graph has a limited number of indicators. You can add more indicators into your chart / graph. The visualizations are created from bars, columns or scatter plots (currently supports only up to 3 dimensions). You can not import data that is smaller than 500 rows. The user interface is intuitive, the program
provides detailed help texts when you have to configure a chart / graph. StatTrends (formerly Graph Maker) License: Shareware – starting at $29.00 / year. StatusGraphs is a powerful Excel Charting Solution that allows you to create a simple chart in Excel. In addition to the basic charts, the program can create an interactive chart, dynamic line chart, balloon chart, time line chart and, lastly,
three radar charts. You can use the standard formatting options of Excel or specify the general settings you want to use in the chart. The chart can be generated from the first row or the first column of the imported data. Statigraf ensures to create charts that are compatible to the Excel formulas. You can also define multiple charts that work together in one Excel file. The tool also supports VBA
scripting. Statigraf automatically detects the chart type and location that are best suited to your data. StatusGraphs Description: Excel charting solution for creating simple charts from standard Excel data. Statigraf is a set of macros and charts that help you create charts, line graphs, radar charts, trendlines, etc. within your Excel sheet. The charts are generated from the first row or the first
column of the imported data. StatusGraphs Details: 20 Excel charts in total. Chart types include: bar, column, scatter plot, pie, radar, bubble, doughnut and line graph. You can import data from CSV files. The user interface is intuitive. You can check the charts and sets of charts interactively in a preview mode. Import 09e8f5149f
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StatTrends is a compact application that will help you create graphs and present them in an interactive interface. The program includes the front end applicaion that allows you to preview the output graph. The graphs are created with the data that is imported into an Excel file. The recorded  macros can help you change the settings of the graph and import information from CSV files. The
supported visualizations are: interactive bar and column charts, interactive scatter plots, interactive time series graphs and interactive bullet graphs. All charts and graphs can be animated over time. StatTrends Plus (formerly GraphMakerPlus) Description: StatTrends Plus is a more advanced version of StatTrends with no indicator limit and many extra features. StatTrends Plus is integrated with:
GData Special reports, export options, password protection, validation tools, a currency converter, and more. The GData Special Report Package allows you to customize the information displayed within this statistic. For example, by selecting a currency from a drop-down box, you can display the conversion rate and the exchange rate from that currency or convert all the values from this
statistic to a single currency (e.g. U.S. dollars). The Currency Converter Package can convert the values you choose from one currency to another. The Special Reports Package allows you to save the data and view it over a number of graphs. This package includes five special reports that are automatically generated by StatTrends. If you have other interesting statistics, you can create your own
custom special reports. The Exporter Package allows you to export all the graphs from StatTrends to one of the following formats: Microsoft Excel, RTF, HTML, TXT, CSV, XML, GData and ERF. StatTrends Special Report Description: StatTrends is a compact application that will help you create graphs and present them in an interactive interface. The program includes the front end
applicaion that allows you to preview the output graph. The graphs are created with the data that is imported into an Excel file. The recorded macros can help you change the settings of the graph and import information from CSV files. The supported visualizations are: interactive bar and column charts, interactive scatter plots, interactive time series graphs and interactive bullet graphs. All
charts and graphs can be animated over time. StatTrends Plus (formerly GraphMakerPlus) Description: StatTrends Plus is a more advanced version of StatTrends with no indicator limit and

What's New In StatTrends (formerly Graph Maker)?

StatTrends is a compact utility that will help you create graphs and present them in an interactive interface. The program includes the front end applicaion that allows you to preview the output graph. The graphs are created with the data that is imported into an Excel file. The recorded macros can help you change the settings of the graph and import information from CSV files. All charts and
graphs can be animated over time. Note: StatTrends has a limit of seven indicators. StatTrends Plus is a more advanced version of StatTrends with no indicator limit and many extra features. General features: # * Interactive: can show graphs with three or four relationships. # * Multiseries: allows graphs with multiple series. # * Visualizing: can plot one or two graphs. # * Your data: import it
into a CSV file, import it from hard disk or add new data. # * Export: export graphs in JPEG, EXE, GIF and PNG file formats. # * Graph colors: change the colors of all graphs in one step. # * Animation: the produced graphs can be automatically updated periodically. # * Excel compatibility: graphs can be made from the imported Excel data. # * History: the graphs and data can be saved in a
Excel file, and then the data can be imported into the graphs. # * Simple statistics: show the percentiles of one or two series. # * Linear and charting scales: use the linear and charting scales for one or two series. # * Pie charts: allows you to plot the data divided into several sections. # * Inserting: insert a new bar into the chart and turn the selected bars. # * Colors: change the color of the graph.
# * Split graphs: create separate charts for each of several series. # * Notes: print notes under the title of the graph. # * Customization: to change the look of the main window, you can change the setting of the active pane. # * Smart connectors: connect (or unconnect) to several graph lines. # * Legend: can add a legend. # * Adjusting: adjust the axis for one or two series. # * Creating: create a
line graph with one or two series. # * Action: let you select the action to perform on the graph after it has been created. # * Grouping: insert a new column and group
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System Requirements:

Install a minimum of 4.0 GB of free storage. OS: Microsoft Windows XP Service Pack 3 or later; or Microsoft Windows 7 or later. Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo, Dual-Core AMD Opteron, Athlon X2 or higher; or Intel Celeron, Pentium 4 or higher Memory: 2 GB RAM Graphics: DirectX 9.0 compliant video card with at least 1 GB dedicated graphics memory and 256 MB graphics memory
DirectX: Version 9.0 or later
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